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Improbable
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Company Summary
Formed in 1995, the acclaimed UK theatre company
Improbable have staged a diverse range of work;
including epic outdoor spectacles such as Sticky
to over 250,000 people in 1998; theatrical classics
like The Tempest at Northern Stage and the Oxford
Playhouse in 2015; intimate puppetry with Animo in
studios across the country since 1996; adaptations
including Theatre of Blood at the National Theatre in
2005; operatic triumphs like Satyagraha in 2021 and
most recently with Akhnaten at the English National
Opera in London and the Metropolitan Opera in New
York in 2022; and female-led impro projects Permission
Improbable since 2013 and online with Outside the
Frame from 2021. At the heart of Improbable’s creative
practice is improvisation. Whether in performance,
rehearsal or development, the practice and philosophy
of improvisation is at the core of their creative process,
even when working on classic plays and operas.
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Improbable are principal supporters of initiatives like
Through the Door, presented by ClerkinWorks since
2018, which seeks to nurture an improvisation culture
grown by women and non-binary performers, through
a series of workshops that explore improvisation in
theatre, comedy, storytelling, devising, movement and
making. Improbable are also one of the UK’s most
experienced facilitators of Open Space Technology
events, with Devoted & Disgruntled since 2006,
nurturing a nationwide community of artists and
theatre practitioners, who have made shows, formed
theatre companies, organised festivals and started
new venues as a result of conversations, collaborative
problem solving, improved communications and
better networking.
www.improbable.co.uk
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Residency Summary
The Improbable residency took place between
February and May 2022 and included five full days of
experimentation and rehearsal with the Telepresence
Stage research team, in addition to their independent
development work on the project. Having worked
together previously, the team brought a unique
improvisation style of research and development to the
residency. Riffing off each other, the company explored
concepts and techniques, continually evaluating their
progress and discussing their direction and preparations
for the following sessions, as well as regularly meeting
outside the residency online to discuss the script and
scene ideas. The team also included an experienced
video designer and animator, contributing to the
scenography throughout the residency, as well as a
technical stage manager assisting the performers with
their green screen setups.

to speak from and to identify and explore what they
described as “the fun, the creativity, the outrageous,
the intimate, the beautiful, the human, the theatrical,
the unexpected and unlikely”. Reflecting on what was
technically possible whilst maintaining their original
dramaturgical approach, they refined their ideas towards
a final 20-minute performance outcome, entitled Outside
the Frame. It combined improvisations and scripted
scenes with animated sequences and transitions, to
create a world of shared autobiographical storytelling.
Their scenographic techniques imaginatively juxtaposed
digital settings with physical backgrounds, as well as
using novel visual effects such as full-body live action
sequences being framed by close-up shots of hands that
create the scenes in real time by moving physical layers.

They commenced the residency wanting to explore
moving in and out of boxes, breaking down the barriers
that separated them in their previous Zoom performance
work. They sought to create a spacious open space

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Company Engagement
The Telepresence Stage project and residency
opportunity was brought to the attention of
Improbable’s Executive Produce Kathryn Bilyard, who
immediately saw its potential for their current online
project Outside the Frame, reflecting on the effects of
the COVID-19 lockdown. The initial Zoom based project
began in March 2021 with an ensemble of women and
non-binary performers whose skills crossed cabaret,
clowning, writing and performing, and was brought
together by co-directors, Angela Clerkin and Adedamola
Bajomo. They conceived Outside the Frame as a digital
improvisation lab – a company of artists who delve
into hidden histories and salacious stories through
improvisation, autobiographical stories, spoken word,
devising, movement, song and puppetry. For their
Telepresence Stage residency, their primary aim was
to coexist and perform Outside the [Zoom] Frame and
develop a handmade aesthetic and tactile approach
that uses the technology in a unique way, whilst
maintaining that sense and attributes of live theatre.
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“I really wanted it to still feel like
theatre, and to me it did! … This
really opened up a world for
us, that we could use different
techniques that felt real … ‘you
could feel the set wobble’ you
know, that’s what I really liked
about it. … It felt really right
with the type of work that we
were developing.”
Angela Clerkin, Co-Director and Actor
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Ideas and Experiments
Taking their previous Zoom performance as a point of
departure the company wanted to explore the paradox
of a simulated Zoom meeting as a Telepresence Stage
scenography, being able to quite literally move outside of
their Zoom frames and into each other’s boxes, passing
objects between them (Image 1; pg 8), suspending the
audience’s disbelief. They had already tried out camera
views of overhead projections in their earlier work and
were keen to experiment with overhead ‘copy stand/
rostrum camera’ views of live action as environments
they could improvise within. They explored live hand
painted scenes, collages and books with turning pages.
This particular effect was further developed and used
as a pre-recorded transition between scenes, with green
screen inserts to place the performers within the pictures
of the book, with one particular scene in the picture of a
locket (Image 2; pg 8).
Live drawing was a particular effect and motif they
explored. Scenes were created and assembled from
paper cut-outs and materials following the performers’
dialogue, with the artist’s hands appearing larger than
life in the scene. As the performer reads from a book
“scrub, scrub, scrub” the artist’s hands rub white chalk
onto a green screen piece of paper, chromakeyed over
a digital campfire scene in a forest made of printed
type (Image 3; pg 9), eventually changing the entire
scene to the one being described in the story. They also
combined these techniques, positioning a performer
in the book, who is revealed by the artist’s green paint,
using the chromakey effect, aided by an animation of
a crow landing on the edge of the picture in the book
(Image 4; pg 9), which was another motif that continued
throughout their research and development.

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Image 1
The three actors,
Angela Clerkin (left),
Cassie Hercules (right)
and Adedamola
Bajomo (centre) reach
out of their simulated
Zoom boxes to share
some mushrooms.

Image 2
Positioned in a picture of
a locket, Cassie Hercules
(left) and Adedamola
Bajomo (right) take a last
look at each other before
the page is turned to
reveal the next scene.
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February – May 2022
Image 3
Caroline Partridge’s
hands rub chalk
marks over a digital
background of a
forest scene, as
Cassie Hercules in the
foreground reads a
story from a book.

Image 4
A multi-layered scene
within the pages of a
book: A crow sits on a
picture frame (centre
right) on top of the frame
of a pre-recorded video
of a letter being written,
as Caroline Partridge
paints a window (left)
to reveal Adedamola
Bajomo behind it.

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Performance
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Technical Approaches

The Improbable residency was completed using
the vMix system https://www.vmix.com, a software
vision mixer that provides a complete Telepresence
Stage solution, incorporating videoconference
communications (vMix Call) with video mixing and
chromakeying effects. Using a Google Chrome
browser and vMix Call website https://advanced.
vmixcall.com, the three actors and one artist, situated
in their separate locations across London called the
vMix software (operator) running on a computer in
Brighton. The incoming video calls and virtual sets
were chromakeyed together into specific scenes by the
vMix operator, who used an Elgato Stream Deck XL to
automate the scene transitions at the touch of button
according to the cues provided. The final programme
output was relayed back to the remote actors and artist,
and simultaneously streamed on YouTube Live and
Microsoft Teams to a live audience (Diagram 1).

Diagram 1 – Telepresence Stage system workflow.

The three performers, Adedamola Bajomo, Angela
Clerkin and Cassie Hercules were each supplied with
a green screen backdrop, LED video lights, a preview
monitor, webcam and stand, and various cables, which
were set up in their homes according to the green
screen studio instructions provided (Diagram 2; pg
12). From the outset, the performers found the preview
monitors positioned to one side of the green screen very
helpful in orientating their remote interactions. At their
request, a further preview monitor was supplied to each
performer, providing them with the ability to monitor
the performance on both sides of the green screen,
left and right, as well as straight ahead using their
laptop screens, giving them complete observation and
control of their telepresence performance from all three
available angles.
Following experiments using live drawing and painting
techniques in their second session, a further performer/
artist, Caroline Partridge was introduced to create
live hand drawn scenes and effects. By means of
a ‘copy stand/rostrum’, a webcam and light ring was
positioned above the artist’s paper and their hands,
and was connected to the vMix production in exactly
the same way as the other performers, monitoring
their interactions on a laptop screen. Using a range of
drawing and collage materials, including green screen
paper, the artist’s vMix connection was chromakeyed
by the vMix operator to combine the drawings and
painting within the scene (Diagram 3; pg 13).

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Participants Technical Setup

Diagram 2 – Green screen studio setup
instructions for each remote performer:
Green screen backdrop and stand, video
lights, webcam, laptop, ethernet connection,
HDMI splitter and video monitors.

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Participants Technical Setup

Diagram 3 – Copy stand/rostrum with
webcam and light ring, connected to
the production via vMix Call.

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Equipment and Materials

The hardware and software used by the
vMix operator in Brighton included:
1 x Software: vMix PRO version 25.0.0.29
1 x Desktop PC: AMD Ryzen 7 3700X 8-Core Processor 3.60 GHz,
Windows 10 Pro, NVIDIA Quadro P2200, Blackmagic DeckLink Duo
2, Blackmagic DeckLink Mini Recorder
1 x Monitor 1: DELL U2421HE Monitor
1 x Monitor 2: Samsung 24” LCD HD TV
1 x Elgato Stream Deck XL

The hardware, software and green-screen
equipment used by each performer included:
1 x DELL Inspiron 15 3502 Laptop / Microsoft Surface Book 3,
Windows 10
1 x Google Chrome: https://advanced.vmixcall.com
2 x 24” LCD HD TV
2 x HDMI cable 5 metres
1 x HDMI cable 1 metre
1 x HDMI Splitter - 1 in 2 out
1 x Logitech C922 Pro Stream webcam
1 x USB-C Hub
1 x USB Extension cable 3 metres
2 x LED Video light
1 x Camera stand, 2.1 metre high
1 x Ball Head mount for webcam
1 x Backdrop stand with 3 metre crossbar
1 x Green-Screen, 3 metre width x 6 metre length
1 x Ethernet cable 5 metres

The hardware, software and green-screen
equipment used by the artist included:
1 x MacBook Pro, Mac OS Big Sur
1 x Google Chrome: https://advanced.vmixcall.com
1 x Logitech C930e webcam
1 x LED Light Ring
1 x Tripod and overhead holding arm for webcam
1 x Ethernet cable 5 metres

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Description and Analysis

Image 5
The three actors,
Angela Clerkin (left),
Cassie Hercules (right)
and Adedamola Bajomo
(centre) introduce the
performance from their
separate Zoom boxes.

Image 6
After sharing some
‘magic mushrooms’
the three actors
laugh hysterically as
they appear strangely
doubled in each
other’s Zoom boxes,
turned upside down
and on their sides.
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Description and Analysis

Image 7
An animated handdrawn crow flies out
across the screen,
and as the image
briefly blacks out,
the scene changes.

Image 8
To their complete
surprise, Angela (left),
Cassie (right) and
Adedamola (centre
front) find themselves
in a forest glade in
the moonlight and
warm their hands by
a campfire.
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Description and Analysis

Image 9
Caroline Partridge
reaches into the
scene with her hands
and picks up the
‘moon’, which turns
out to be a locket with
green screen inserts,
making it possible to
see Cassie inside it.

Image 10
Positioned in the locket,
Angela (left) confesses
her love for Adedamola
(right) opposite,
who finds it a rather
awkward situation.
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Description and Analysis

Image 11
Cassie reads the story
of ‘The Washerwoman’
by a campfire at a
clearing in the woods.

Image 12
Caroline creates a
background street scene
according to the story
Cassie is reading and
completes it with lines of
white washing hanging
between the houses.
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Description and Analysis

Image 13
After Adedamola has
been revealed behind
the window with
green screen paint the
pages of the book are
turned, which scares
the animated crow
who flies off.

Image 14
Caroline changes the
background scene
into a corridor in a
King’s palace, adding
postage stamp
portraits, as Cassie
looks on.
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Description and Analysis

Image 15
A green screen
circle is placed on
the corridor floor,
creating a dark hole
through which Cassie
appears, holding a
rolled-up painting.

Image 16
Cassie (left) shows
her painting to
Adedamola (right)
who is sweeping the
floor, and asks if they
could help put it up.
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Description and Analysis

Image 17
Angela stands in front
of animated flapping
wings and holds her
fingers out like talons,
with a paper cut-out
crow’s head placed
over her head.

Image 18
The actors dissolve
back into their Zoom
boxes as the effects
of the mushrooms
start to wear off.
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Description and Analysis

Image 19
Angela (left) lifts up
her green screen to
reveal the real room
behind her virtual
kitchen background.
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Description and Analysis

The residency team from
Improbable Included:
Co-Director and Actor, Adedamola Bajomo
Co-Director and Actor, Angela Clerkin
Actor, Cassie Hercules
Artist performer, Caroline Partridge
Video Designer and Animator, Nina Dunn
Technical Stage Manager, Henri T
The performance begins with the three actors in a
(simulated) Zoom meeting, each in their individual
windows, recreated as a digital scenography (Image
5; pg 15). They discuss the effects of isolation and
separation through the pandemic, and discover they
can actually reach into each other’s Zoom windows.
They decide to share some ‘magic mushrooms’ (Image
1; pg 8) to ‘meet in their imaginations’. Suddenly they
appear doubled in each other’s frames at different
angles or upside down (Image 6; pg 15). As they play
and laugh hysterically, an animated crow flies across
the screen and out towards the viewer (Image 7; pg 16).
The scene transitions to a moonlit forest glade inscribed
with stories, and a campfire around which the three
actors sit (Image 8; pg 16). Cassie Hercules takes a book
from the fire and opens it at a story called ‘The Grief
Crow’, spurring Angela Clerkin to tell a story about sitting
by her aunt’s deathbed when a crow flew in and stole
her locket. She remarks on how the moon in the scene
reminds her of the locket, just as Caroline Partridge’s
hands appear in the scene, picking up the locket moon
and opening it to reveal green screen inserts, through
which the actors can be seen (Image 9; pg 17).
Animated pages of a book are turned to transition
into another scene, where switching between different
framing devices the actors find themselves situated in
a locket, pictured in the book (Image 10; pg 17). Looking
at each other in profile, Angela declares her undying
love for Adedamola Bajomo opposite. The pages of the
book turn again (Image 2; pg 8) and we arrive back
at the campfire, where Cassie tells her story of ‘The
Washerwoman’ (Image 11; pg 18). “Scrub, scrub, scrub”,
she says, as Caroline synchronises rubbing chalk
across the scene, and then places layers of cut-out
paper in the background, creating a dark silhouette
of a street, complete with washing lines strewn
between the houses (Image 12; pg 18). The pages of
the book turn again and stop at a double page spread
containing two blank pictures. A pre-recorded video of
a letter being written appears in one, as Adedamola
begins to read the story. An animated crow walks in
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and sits on the edge of the picture (Image 4; pg 9) and
Caroline paints a window in the other blank picture
space. Using green screen paint to fill the window
panes, she reveals Adedamola behind. Finally, the
animated crow flies off out of the picture and the page
turns once again to the next scene (Image 13; pg 19).
The narrative returns to the silhouetted street
background as Cassie continues her story of ‘The
Washerwoman’. Caroline transforms the street into a
corridor in a King’s palace, complete with tiled floor and
postage stamp portraits hanging on the walls (Image
14; pg 19). Cassie exists the scene and Caroline places
a green screen circle in the centre, making a dark hole
in the corridor floor. When Cassie returns, she is now
positioned to appear as though coming out of the
hole holding a painting (Image 15; pg 20), and asks
Adedamola to help put it up (Image 16; pg 20). Cassie
ducks back down quickly when Caroline’s hands fold
the paper circle away and proceeds to remove all the
pieces of paper from the scene. This reveals Angela
Clerkin with animated black wings, and Caroline
places a cut-out paper crow’s head on Angela’s head,
while the ‘Grief Crow’ story is narrated (Image 17; pg
21). Finally, the effects of the mushrooms wear off, and
the actors are back in their Zoom frames (Image 18; pg
21). In a final twist, they draw aside their green screens
to reveal their real-life rooms behind, as if still in their
imaginations (Image 19; pg 22).

Video Recordings
Outside the Frame by Improbable - Trailer
5 minutes mp4
Watch here
Outside the Frame by Improbable - Performance
20 minutes mp4
Watch here
Improbable - Residency PLAYLIST
Watch here
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Evaluation

Company Reflections
Improbable were eager to experience a feeling of
theatre in every sense, establishing the Telepresence
Stage as a performance space ‘fit for purpose’. Whilst
they fully engaged with the digital scenography and
technical possibilities, they wanted to expand and
celebrate the Telepresence Stage’s material aspects,
physical capabilities and analogue aesthetics.

“I’ve loved having the sort of really lowtech things being made, but also with
the high-tech. So, being able to have
a crow coming on and flying off and
have [animated] wings that are hand
drawn, is a sort of high-tech and lowtech all in one. There’s something to me,
[that] makes it feel more in the theatre
world than in the film or animation
world, there’s something that … helps
us think about theatre and what we’re
trying to create.”
Angela Clerkin, Co-Director and Actor
They were particularly focused on developing
their own unique dramaturgical approach with the
technology available, rather than being directed by it.

“What I found with all the stuff we’ve
done since the beginning of Outside
the Frame till now, is that it feels like
to get the most out of the tech you
have to use the tech as a glue, and
not centralise it. It’s like how does the
tech help to make the story? … but not
trying to force the tech into the story.”
Adedamola Bajomo, Co-Director and Actor
The company members reflected on the imperfections
and mistakes in a positive light, as reaffirming the
theatrical experience they were aiming for. Actor
Cassie Hercules spoke about walking into a scene
she wasn’t supposed to be in, and how “it did feel
like theatre when things went wrong”. Angela Clerkin
experienced the reality of it as if “you could feel the
set wobble”, and reflected how even from a technical
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perspective the process felt akin to a traditional stage
production. Their intention to recreate a theatrical setting
relied heavily on additional preview monitors surrounding
the actors’ green screens. This helped them monitor and
adjust their positioning, enhance their stage presence and
interact with each other in a more immersive and intuitive
way, sometimes forgetting where they were.

“I got used to talking to them as if they
were here, and there were times I forget
that actually they weren’t, and that
could be quite disorienting. But as long as
everyone’s in, you do get pulled into it. Like
you do really have a feeling of sharing
an energy, which I was surprised that
we were able to feel, which is really cool.
Yeah, that’s a really good thing.”
Adedamola Bajomo, Co-Director and Actor
Even without additional preview monitors, Caroline
Partridge spoke about the kinaesthetic experience of
watching her own hands create and change scenes as a
feeling of physical coexistence.

“You just feel like you’re in the performance
with other people, it’s so interesting! … It’s
a kind of physical experience, because
you’re sitting there separate but actually
you’re moving things about, I thought ‘god
I’m so involved here!’, I’ve got to get that
into the right angle, and move that, and
make sure Cassie is not in a window, but
sitting on the edge of the road. … Placing
all of these things, it’s weird how your
brain just accepts it and visually the eye,
brain and hand connect.”
Caroline Partridge, Artist Performer
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Evaluation

Research Team Reflections
The Improbable team brought a wide range of skills
and experiences to the residency, including directing,
acting, making, design and stage management. Their
unique style of research and development took an
‘action research’ approach, using improvisation to work
through their ideas. By utilising all the resources and
technical capabilities available to them, they would
propose a scenario, try it out, reflect on it, adapt it and
try it out again. Their residency programme gathered
momentum as it developed, by spontaneously
exploring different ideas during the sessions (reflecting
in action) and by preparing scenography elements and
script ideas between sessions (reflecting on action). It
resulted in a rich and original layering of scenography,
animation, painting and live action for their final
performance, Outside the Frame.
The residency with Improbable was rather like working
with a jazz improvisation ensemble, which works
together in unison and riffs off each other to develop
ideas, and compositional scenes and dialogues.
But they were also learning how to use the new
technologies (instruments) and effects to create the
particular aesthetic they wanted, whilst pushing the
technology in new and original directions, which is
an ongoing process. After completing the residency,
Improbable were keen to develop further productions
with the Telepresence Stage, wanting to learn more
about what to expect from the technology and what
resources and skills they might need in the future. They
talked about requiring additional human resources; a
role somewhere between a director, stage manager,
controller and QLab operator, with streaming media
knowledge, as a resource that will become more
and more essential to enable and expand digital
productions. They also spoke about future uses of the
Telepresence Stage platform to enable international
collaborations and further research and development.

Telepresence Stage – Improbable

“A potential other use of this
could be a regular improv
space … on a larger scale. If
Improbable had these sorts of
locations all over the world. …
Maybe you need three green
screen walls, but they could
be pull downs on each side, so
the space is multi-use, where
every two months or so there’s
a virtual improv space that
people can show up in at
various places in the world.”
Adedamola Bajomo, Co-Director and Actor
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Key Takeaway Points
Aim to include a full production team: Like all theatre
performances the involvement of a full production team will
help guarantee a successful outcome. Alongside directors
and actors consider the inclusion of a video designer/
animator, an artist and technical stage manager, as well as a
Telepresence Stage/vMix operator and sound engineer.
Use a copy stand/rostrum camera for live artwork:
Hand painted scenes, assemblages of objects and collage can
be added as a live background using a ‘copy stand/rostrum’ to
mount a webcam and light ring above the artist’s paper and
their hands. Green screen paper can also be used to chromakey
paintings and objects as foreground props/sections.
Adding preview monitors to both sides of the green screen:
Adding further preview monitors will provide the actors with
the ability to monitor their performance on both sides of the
green screen, left and right, as well as straight on using their
laptop screen, giving them complete observation and control
of their telepresence performance from all available angles.
Embrace the mistakes as a part of live theatre: Both
human and technical mistakes will occur, as with all theatre
productions. Be prepared to adlib and embrace the mistakes,
it reaffirms the ‘liveness’ and unpredictability of the theatrical
experience for the performers and audience members.
Consider an ‘action research’ approach: Develop ideas as a
team at the research stage and in rehearsals. Work together
to propose a scenario using the resources available, try it out,
reflect on it, adapt it and try it out again. Keep repeating the
action research method to finalise a scene or to expand and
develop further ideas from it.

Telepresence Stage – Improbable
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Contact
www.telepresencestage.org
telepresencestage@brighton.ac.uk

